Travel Information

Hotel Destination:
Irvine Marriott
18000 Von Karman Ave
Irvine, CA 92612
Tel: (949) 553-0100
For Domestic Travelers:

Please direct your flight to John Wayne Airport (SNA) which is 5 minutes from the hotel. If you are unable
to find a flight to John Wayne Airport, please direct your flight to either Long Beach Airport or LAX airport.
If LAX airport is your arrival point, please follow the same instructions in the “For International
Travelers” section for transportation to the hotel. Irvine Marriott provides complimentary airport shuttle
to and from John Wayne. The shuttle will make rounds, with pick up at 15 and 45 min after the hour. This
continuous shuttle begins at 5:15 am and last pick up is at 11:15 pm. Please look for a large black or white
and red shuttle with red lettering that reads ‘Irvine Marriott’ at the ‘Ground Transportation Center’
between terminals A & B on the lower levels.

For International Travelers:

Please direct your flight to Los Angeles International Airport (LAX). You will be arriving at the Tom Bradley
International Terminal at LAX. LAX is approximately 50 minutes away from the Irvine Marriott.

You may book your ground transportation with Prime Time Shuttle by calling (800)-733-8267 or online at
http://www.primetimeshuttle.com/. Pick-up at LAX and drop-off at the Irvine Marriott will cost
approximately $37 for the Shared Van Service for one passenger. Please allow approximately 2 hours to
pick-up and drop-off at the Irvine Marriott. We recommend you make transportation arrangements prior
to your arrival at LAX.

IMPORTANT: Upon arriving at LAX, first collect all your baggage from Baggage Claim. Exit baggage claim,
and look for the PRIME TIME agent in the familiar red hat and shirt. The PRIME TIME agent will be
located on the outer island under the ‘PrimeTime Shuttle sign’. After you cross to the outer island, the
Prime Time agent will call your van, which will be waiting for you in the nearby staging area, to the curb
for your immediate boarding. If you arrive at LAX after 11:00 PM or before 7:00 AM, call (800)-733-8267,
toll-free from any public phone, and press option 3 when you hear the greeting. Have your confirmation
number ready. A PRIME TIME agent will then direct you to your van.

In addition to Prime Time Shuttle, other shuttle services (e.g. Super Shuttle) and taxis are also available.

